Beloved
Thank you for your ongoing prayers and
support for the ministry for the Jewish
people in the Ukraine.
In Ukraine, where our friends and
volunteer team are active as always
helping many needy Jewish people, severe
restrictions have been imposed because of
the coronavirus. However, our dear friends
are not wasting their time.

Now the corona restrictions forbid opening
all the soup kitchens which we support.
Because of this fact, we are faced with a
challenge how to not stop providing food
and medicine for the poor members of the
communities – often Holocaust survivors –
in these circumstances.
In Shepetovka, our dear friends Zinoviy and
Roza organize food products instead of
daily meals. These products are delivered
to all the people who go to the soup
kitchen there.
In Mohyliv Podilsky needy people come to
the Synagogue where there is a soup
kitchen and take away hot meals to their
homes. Our coordinator Ela organized it
well.

It is organized the same way in the soup
kitchen in Zhmerenka where our friend
Emma is responsible for its functioning.
In the soup kitchens in Vinnytsia, our
friends Marina and Sieriozha organize the
preparation of the hot meals in the soup
kitchen. The meals prepared there and
medicine are delivered to the people, often
in the open-air area in order to avoid
infection.

Praise the Lord, food delivery services have
started, but all our friends who coordinate
this work and all who are directly involved
in the practical help for many needy Jewish
people need our prayer and support.
Especially our dear friends whom we help.
Many of them are Holocaust survivors who
experienced many atrocities in their past.
Now they are watching TV or listening to
the radio and again fear and doubts appear
in their hearts. Please pray for them
because they are old and on the first line to
be infected because of their age.
In such time as this, when we celebrate
Passover and soon we will celebrate Easter,
we ask you even more for your prayers and
support. May the blood of the Lamb
protect all of you and this ministry for His
Kingdom Glory.
Shalom from Oświęcim
Shalom Ministry Staff

